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One of the latest developments pursued by the World Health and other international
organizations (ILO, ISO), in relation to preventing occupational MSDs, concerns the creation
of “simple” tools usable also by non-experts.

The EPMIES has been dealing with trying to offer not only validated evaluation criteria (also
compliant with the current ISO Standards on the subject) but also tools to facilitate and make
possible, even for the less experienced, their application in terms of risk assessment.
Justification of the topic to the conference theme Here, easy-to-use and free-of-charge tools
are proposed to facilitate and standardize the risk assessment of occupational biomechanical
overload in accordance with the objective of the Prevention and management of MSDs in
different work scenarios.

The tools presented concern 5 presentations regarding: ERGOCHECK: general model for
preliminary all occupational risk factors analysis to evaluate intervention priorities.
ERGOCHECK specific for agriculture and civil construction. TACOs, timed strategy for the
assessment of occupational awkward postures PUSHPULL for measuring and interpreting
pushing/pulling detected forces. VINCI model for the analytical study of the whole
biomechanical overload in exposures to multiple tasks in monthly/annual cycles Target
audience and limit All the professional figures involved in the management of biomechanical
overload: medical, occupational physiotherapists, labour inspectors, company technicians,
ergonomist : no limits.

Some members of our association work in production of ISO Standards (biomechanical
overload). The simple tools presented in this workshop are useful for assessing all
occupational risks by biomechanical overload also in application of reference Standards.
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